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Children are naturally curious about
their world and enjoy exploring their
surroundings. Because of their inquiring
minds, children are eager to know why
things are the way they are and will ask
many questions about their immediate
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environment. This month, we focus on
the nature, teaching our little ones
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about parts of the amazing earth that
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we live in, developing an appreciation
for it and a desire to protect it.
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As always, we would like to invite
the family of the May celebrants
to join us as we celebrate this

2:30 PM GYM ROOM, P2 CIPUTRA

special occasion.

Celebrants' info:

you need to prepare before the

Avishi Agarwal (girl) – 1

8

Please don’t

forget to double check everything

party!
th May 2016

Dao Ngoc Bao Lam (boy) – 11th May 2016

Nguyen Tram Anh (girl) – 1
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What to prepare:

(1) Birthday cake for your child.
th May 2017

(2) One (1) exchange gift for

Do Bao Linh (girl) – 1st May 2014

each of the other celebrants for
the month!

Lai H. Nam Anh (boy) – 26th May 2013

Zhan Orazgaliyev (boy) – 2
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(3) Six (6) of your child’s photos
th May 2013

on or before 7 th of May.

"A good teacher, like a good entertainer first
must hold his audience's attention, then he
can teach his lesson." - John Henrik Clarke -

MEET THOSE WHO MAKE THE MAGIC
HAPPEN AT SUNSHINE HOUSE
Written by Ching Balo
Meet the most popular teacher at Sunshine House

T. Gary holds a Bachelor’s degree with honors in

International Kindergarten – Teacher Gary! This

Marine Science from the University of Ulster and

year, Teacher Gary was in charge of MATH, Art

a Post Graduate Certificate in Social Justice and

and PE! No matter which subject T. Gary is

Community Action. He also completed a

assigned to teach for the school year, our children

Certificate in Early Learning Teaching

always equate learning with him fun and

Methodologies, a TEFL (Teaching English as a

exciting!

Foreign Language) and an Autism Certificate to

Teacher Gary has been with SHIK for almost 4

boot!

and a half years and he has been homeroom

When you see your child being more than

teacher for KG International since. He is whom

curious about little creatures in the garden and

everyone turns to when it comes talking about

them being gentle with it – then we can blame T.

crawling creatures ... spiders, caterpillars,

Gary for that!

worms, snails – so he is really the cool teacher
who can touch these tiny creatures without
feeling squeamish and also the best person to
teach the children to care them and not to harm
them.

